
Artificial Intelligence (AI) for the Resilient City 
 
Overview: Climate resiliency is finding its way to the top of municipalities’ agendas. The need to prepare 
for climate-related hazards — from droughts to fires, heat waves to rising global temperatures — has 
never been more urgent. That’s why Evergreen has developed AI for the Resilient City, a program run by 
Evergreen in partnership with the Region of Peel and Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) 
and our technical partner Gramener Inc. The data visualization and analytics tool provide cities with the 
ability to better understand, plan for and mitigate the impacts of climate change risks related to Urban 
Heat Islands (UHI).  
 
Functionality: The tool creates an integrated view of a wide range of data, such as satellite imagery, 
local heat data, infrastructure data, and demographic data, letting users see which areas of the city are 
most impacted by UHI. The application is available for use by all staff at the Region of Peel and provides 
historical data analysis for 2013-2020 with 2021 data being added to the pipeline. Some of the many 
variables are heat analysis, building footprint, count and height, NDBI (built environment indicator), 
NDVI (vegetation prevalence and health indicator) and population demographics by wards. The UHI tool 
also provides multiple modes for better resiliency planning, such as Story Mode, which allows users to 
see data insights as easily digestible stories. 
 
Current Status: The program is moving into Phase 3 of the (pilot) program and working with existing 
partners (City of Calgary, Region of Peel, TRCA) to enhance the application. Please reach out to 
airesilientcity@evergreen.ca to get user credentials to access the tool (currently only available to Region 
of Peel staff and lower-tier municipalities staff). 
 
Next Steps: Evergreen is currently working on a new future scenario planning mode which will allow 
users to forecast how changes to a specific area of environment will impact UHI and extreme heat in 
that ward/region. This new feature will be critical for determining and supporting climate mitigation and 
adaptation actions, as well as regional planning work. In addition, the program is currently working to 
incorporate many new datasets to better capture other variables associated with climate impacts, such 
as socio-economic factors, to better direct climate action to communities and neighbourhoods who are 
considered higher risk to climate change. 
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